
Vision and Perception

Eye Movements

• Fixation : A period of time when the eye is focused on a 
single point.

• Saccade : An eye motion from one fixation point to 
another.

• Normal vision alternates between saccades and fixations, 
with each lasting just 100ths of a second.

Eye Movement Studies

• An image is presented to a subject.

• The subject may (or may not) be given a specific task to 
carry out.

• A record is made of where the subjects’ eyes are directed 
as they study the image.

Early eye-tracking study

• Alfred Yarbus

• “Eye movements and vision” Plenum Press 1967

• Seven people studied the same picture and their eye 
movements were monitored.

• They were all educated and knew the picture.

• One person was asked to look at the picture a number of 
times with different instructions as to what information to 
look for each time.



An unexpected visitor (Ilya Repin, 1884) 

Examine the picture.
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Examine the picture

Seven different 
people’s eye 
movements
on examining 
the picture

Decide how wealthy the family is.
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How wealthy is the family?



Estimate the ages of the people in the room.

How old are the people in the room?
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What were the family doing 
before the visitor arrived?
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Decide what the family were doing before the visitor arrived.

Remember the positions of 
objects and people in the room

Remember the position of the objects and people in the room.

How long has the 
visitor been away?

Estimate how long the visitor has been away.
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1 Alfred L. Yarbus, Eye Movements and Vision, trans. Basil Haigh (New York:
Plenum Press, 1967).  
2 Yarbus, op. cit., p. 190.
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Graphical illusions

• Help us understand how the human visual system works

• Context affects judgement

– sizes of surrounding objects

– colours of adjacent objects

– depth cues (perspective can be misinterpreted)

• Angles are difficult for us

– we overestimate acute angles

– we underestimate obtuse angles

The Café Wall IllusionThe Cafe Wall Illusion

The lines are all horizontal or vertical

A Perspective Illusion

The Ames Room

The Ames Room ExplanationThe Ames room

The Ponzo Illusion

Ponzo illusion

The Müller-Lyer Illusion

Müller-Lyer illusion



The Poggendorf Illusion

Which of the two lower lines
is the extension of the upper line?

Poggendorf Illusion
The Poggendorf Illusion

Which of the two lower lines
is the extension of the upper line?

The Zöllner Illusion 1 The Zöllner Illusion 2

Zöllner Illusion

Ehrenstein IllusionThe Ehrenstein Illusion A Linelength Illusion
A Line Length Illusion



Jastrow Illusion
The Jastrow Illusion

Tichener Illusion
Tichener Illusion

An Irradiation IllusionIrradiation Illusion Mach BandingMach Banding



Herman GridThe Hermann Grid Colour Contrasts
Simultaneous Contrast I

The appearance of colours depends on their surroundings.

Perception and Cognition

• Graphical perception (Preattentive vision)
– Some visual processing takes place without any 

conscious effort on our part.

• Graphical cognition
– Some visual processing requires that we consciously 

inspect the things that we are looking at.

Laws of Perception (1)

• Weber’s Law
– applies to a variety of perceptual encodings.
– Consider two lines with lengths x and x + w. Weber’s 

law says that the chance of detecting a difference 
depends on the value of w/x.

– Let the difference between x and x + w be detected by a 
given individual with probability px(w).  For a fixed p, let 
the value of w which is detected with this probability be 
wp(x).  Then Weber’s law says wp(x)=kpx

– We detect relative differences in values.



Laws of Perception (2)

• Stevens’ Law
– let p(x) be the perceived value of x
– Stevens’ Law says p(x)=Cx!

– C and ! depend on the encoding method used and on 
the observer

– Typically observed ranges for !
- length   0.9 - 1.1
- area       0.6 - 0.9
- volume 0.5 - 0.8

Laws of Perception (3)

• Stevens’ Law examples (area with ! = 0.7)

• Compare areas of size 2 and 1

-  p(2)/p(1) = 20.7/10.7 = 1.62

- the bigger area is seen as less than twice the size

• Compare areas of size 1/2 and 1

–  p(1/2)/p(1) = 0.50.7/10.7 = 0.62

– the smaller area is seen as more than half the size

Graphical inference

• Buja, Cook, Hofmann, Wickham
• Generate random plots based on the null hypothesis and 

compare the actual plot with the randoms.
Graphical inference for infovis

Hadley Wickham, Dianne Cook, Heike Hofmann and Andreas Buja

Fig. 1. One of these plots doesn’t belong. These six plots show choropleth maps of cancer deaths in Texas, where darker colours = more deaths.
Can you spot which of the six plots is made from a real dataset and not simulated under the null hypothesis of spatial independence? If so, you’ve
provided formal statistical evidence that deaths from cancer have spatial dependence. See Section 8 for the answer.

Abstract—
How do we know if what we see really is there? When visualizing data, how do we avoid falling into the trap of apophenia where
we see patterns in random noise? Traditionally, infovis has been concerned with discovering new relationships, and statistics with
preventing spurious relationships from being reported. We pull these opposing poles closer with two new techniques for rigorous
statistical inference of visual discoveries. The “Rorschach” helps the analyst calibrate their understanding of uncertainty and the “line-
up” provides a protocol for assessing the significance of visual discoveries, protecting against the discovery of spurious structure.

Index Terms—Statistics, visual testing, permutation tests, null hypotheses, data plots.

1 INTRODUCTION

What is the role of statistics in infovis? In this paper we try and an-
swer that question by framing the answer as a compromise between
curiosity and skepticism. Infovis provides tools to uncover new rela-
tionships, tools of curiosity, and much research in infovis focuses on
making the chance of finding relationships as high as possible. On the
other hand, most statistical methods provide tools to check whether a
relationship really exists: they are tools of skepticism. Most statistics
research focuses on making sure to minimize the chance of finding a
relationship that does not exist. Neither extreme is good: unfettered
curiosity results in findings that disappear when others attempt to ver-
ify them, while rampant skepticism prevents anything new from being
discovered.

Graphical inference bridges these two conflicting drives to provide
a tool for skepticism that can be applied in a curiosity-driven context.
It allows us to uncover new findings, while controlling for apophenia,
the innate human ability to see pattern in noise. Graphical inference
helps us answer the question “Is what we see really there?”

The supporting statistical concepts of graphical inference are devel-
oped in Buja et al. (2009). This paper motivates the use of these meth-
ods for infovis and shows how they can be used with common graphics
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to provide users with a toolkit to avoid false positives. Heuristic for-
mulations of these methods have been in use for some time. An early
precursor is Scott et al. (1954) who evaluated new models for galaxy
distribution by generating samples from those models and comparing
them to the photographic plates of actual galaxies. This was a particu-
larly impressive achievement for its time: models had to be simulated
based on tables of random values and plots drawn by hand. As per-
sonal computers became available, such examples became more com-
mon. Daniel (1976) provides 40 pages of null plots, Diaconis (1983)
cautions against over-interpreting random visual stimuli, and Davison
and Hinkley (1997) recommends overlaying normal probability plots
with lines generated from random samples of the data. The early visu-
alization system Dataviewer (Buja et al., 1988) implemented some of
these ideas.

The structure of our paper is as follows. Section 2 revises the basics
of statistical inference and shows how they can be adapted to work
visually. Section 3 describes the two protocols of graphical inference,
the Rorschach and the line-up, that we have developed so far. Section 4
discusses selected visualizations in terms of their purpose and associ-
ated null distributions. The selection includes some traditional statisti-
cal graphics and popular information visualization methods. Section 5
briefly discusses the power of these graphical tests. Section 8 tells you
which plot is of the real data for all graphics, and gives you some hints
to help you see why. Section 7 summarises the paper, suggests di-
rections for further research, and briefly discusses some of the ethical
implications.

2 WHAT IS INFERENCE AND WHY DO WE NEED IT?
The goal of many statistical methods is to perform inference, to draw
conclusions about the population that the data sample came from. This
is why statistics is useful: we don’t want our conclusions to apply only
to a convenient sample of undergraduates, but to a large fraction of
humanity. There are two components to statistical inference: testing
(is there a difference?) and estimation (how big is the difference?). In

this paper we focus on testing. For graphics, we want to address the
question “Is what we see really there?” More precisely, is what we see
in a plot of the sample an accurate reflection of the entire population?
The rest of this section shows how to answer this question by providing
a short refresher of statistical hypothesis testing, and describes how
testing can be adapted to work visually instead of numerically.

Hypothesis testing is perhaps best understood with an analogy to
the criminal justice system. The accused (data set) will be judged
guilty or innocent based on the results of a trial (statistical test). Each
trial has a defense (advocating for the null hypothesis) and a prosecu-
tion (advocating for the alternative hypothesis). On the basis of how
evidence (the test statistic) compares to a standard (the p-value), the
judge makes a decision to convict (reject the null) or acquit (fail to
reject the null hypothesis).

Unlike the criminal justice system, in the statistical justice system
(SJS) evidence is based on the similarity between the accused and
known innocents, using a specific metric defined by the test statistic.
The population of innocents, called the null distribution, is generated
by the combination of null hypothesis and test statistic. To determine
the guilt of the accused we compute the proportion of innocents who
look more guilty than the accused. This is the p-value, the probability
that the accused would look this guilty if they actually were innocent.

There are two types of mistakes we can make in our decision: we
can acquit a guilty dataset (a type II error, or false negative), or falsely
convict an innocent dataset (a type I error, or false positive). Just as
in the criminal justice system, the costs of these two mistakes are not
equal and vary based on the severity of the consequences (the risk of
letting a guilty shoplifter go free is not equal to the risk of letting a
guilty axe-murderer go free). Typically, as the consequences of our
decisions become bigger, we want to become more cautious, and re-
quire more evidence to convict: an early-stage exploratory analysis is
free to make a few wrong decisions, but it is very important not to ap-
prove a possibly dangerous drug after a late-stage clinical trial. It is up
to the analyst to calculate and calibrate these costs.

To demonstrate these principles we use a small simulated example,
an imaginary experiment designed to compare the accuracy of con-
dition one vs. condition two in a usability study. Here, the defense
argues that there is no difference between the two groups, and the
prosecution argues that they are different. Statistical theory tells us
to use the difference of the group means divided by the pooled stan-
dard deviation as the measure of guilt (the test statistic), and that under
this measure the population of innocents will have (approximately) a
t-distribution. Figure 2 shows this distribution for a sample of 10,000
innocents. The value of the observed test statistic is represented as
a vertical line on the histogram. Since we have no a-priori notion of
whether the difference between groups will be positive or negative, it
is better to compare the accused to the absolute value of the innocents,
as shown in the bottom plot. As you can see, there are few innocents
(about 3%) who appear as guilty as (or more guilty than) the accused
and so the decision would be to convict.

These principles remain the same with visual testing, except for two
aspects: the test statistic, and the mechanism of computing similarity.
The test statistic is now a plot of the data, and instead of a mathemati-
cal measurement of difference, we use a human judge, or even jury.

Figure 3 illustrates a graphical alternative to the traditional t-test.
The accused, a plot of the real data, is hidden among eight innocents,
plots of data generated from the null distribution. We need some new
terminology to make this description more concise: A null dataset

is a sample from the null distribution, i.e. an example of an innocent
dataset, and a null plot is a plot of a null dataset, showing what an
innocent might look like. So Figure 3 hides the real plot amongst
eight null plots. Can you spot the accused? If you can, then there is
some evidence that the accused is different from the innocents, and we
might move to convict. (See Section 8 for the solution.)

This example shows the analogy between a traditional numerical
test and a new visual test, but the purpose of this work is not to sup-
plant traditional tests. Traditional statistical tests are well studied,
well-formulated and work best when data is well-behaved, following
a known distribution in relatively simple scenarios. But as researchers
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Fig. 2. (Top) Distribution of group means under the null hypothesis (dis-
tribution of innocents). Vertical line indicates value of observed test
statistic. (Bottom) Distribution of absolute value of group means. This is
a more appropriate comparison for the two-sided test, where the mag-
nitude of difference is more important than the direction.
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Fig. 3. A visual t-test. For each data set, the observations are shown
as points and the group means as crosses. The accused is hidden
amongst eight innocents. Can you spot him?
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Fig. 5. Five tag clouds of selected words from the 1st (red) and 6th (blue) editions of Darwin’s “Origin of Species”. Four of the tag clouds were
generated under the null hypothesis of no difference between editions, and one is the true data. Can you spot it?
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Fig. 6. Scatterplot of distance vs. angle for three pointers by the LA Lakers. True data is concealed in line-up of nine plots generated under the null
hypothesis that there is a quadratic relationship between angle and distance.
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Fig. 7. Scatterplot of model residuals vs. angle for three point attempts by the LA Lakers. True data is concealed in line-up of nine plots generated
under the null hypothesis of standard normally distributed residuals.
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Fig. 7. Scatterplot of model residuals vs. angle for three point attempts by the LA Lakers. True data is concealed in line-up of nine plots generated
under the null hypothesis of standard normally distributed residuals.

Perception and graphics?

• Illusions can be a problem with static graphics

– do they occur often?

• Alternative views of the same information are helpful

• Multiple views of the same information are helpful

• Testing observed effects statistically is helpful

• Interactive graphics are valuable


